PhotoPoint photodynamic therapy with local drug delivery eliminates vessel wall cells in arteriovenous graft models.
To demonstrate the feasibility of PhotoPoint photodynamic therapy (PDT) with local drug delivery, optimize dosimetry in a rabbit jugular vein model, and investigate its ability to deplete potential neointimal precursor cells in the vessel wall in a canine arteriovenous graft (AVG) model. Photosensitizer MV2101 was administered locally in rabbit veins, incubated for 0-40 min and activated with external laser light. In canine veins, MV2101 was incubated for 30 min and activated by light. Tissues were excised at acute and chronic timepoints. PhotoPoint PDT reduced cell populations in both models with maximum depletions occurring at 20 min (> or = 100 J/cm2) in rabbit veins (> 90% depletion) and 30 min (200 J/cm2) in canine veins (> 85% depletion). Chronic veins revealed no evidence of PhotoPoint PDT-related abnormalities. PhotoPoint PDT with local MV2101 dramatically depleted potential neointimal precursor cells in the vessel wall. This suggests local drug delivery is feasible and that PhotoPoint PDT may be an efficacious treatment that could prolong AVG patency in the clinic.